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Ⅰ.Preface. 

    Infared Shrink Packing Machine, a kind of new packing equipment 

developed of recent years, is composed of packing machine & shrink 

machine, and can also be used independently. 

The package materials used in this machine are thermal shrink plastic 

films (called shrink film), such as PVC,PP & PE etc. 

At first, packing articles with the package material of packing 

machine, secondly shrinking to form through shrink machine, so packing 

procedure is finished. The shrink packed articles not only have fine 

transparency & beautiful appearance, but also can ensure the cleanliness & 

good damp proof function of packed articles so that they are convenient to 

be stored & transported. 

Ⅱ.The feature & usage of the machine. 

The packing machine possesses the features, such as reasonable 

structure, reliable performance, flexible use, simple operation, convenient 

maintenance & good adaptation. 

It is widely used for packing the articles, such as food, medicine, tea, 

candy, glass ceramics, arts & crafts, stationery, pringing product, plastics 

product, electric element, hardware & tape. 
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Ⅲ.Main specifications & basic parameters of packing machine. 

Model BSF-501 

Power (V.HZ) 220/50 

Max. cutting surface (mm) 

   (length×width)   

500×350 

Sealing voltage (V) 36.32.28.24 

Sealing time 0—2 second(s) 

Max. electricity consumption  (KW) Instantaneous 1 

Transport speed (M/minute) --- 

Transport weight (KG) --- 

Production capacity (PCS/minute) 8—12 

Appearance of the machine (mm) 

       (A×B×H)  

950×550×650 

Weight of the machine  (kg) 35 

Ⅳ.BSF—501 Type Sealing cutter 

 1.The appearance & parts’ names of packing machine: 

 

  1.power line          2.power switch      3 . fuse  10A 
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  4.timer of cutting time  5.power indicator light 

  6.regulating button of cutting voltage     7.cleaning switch 

  8.heat-closing indicating light   9.storage rack for plastic film 

  10.heat-closing cutting table        11.shelf for opening 

  12.heat–closing pressing rack, heat-closing line(long: 1 PC, short: 1 PC) 

  13.safety cover   14.heat-closing switch(in the cover) 

2.Operation of packing machine: 

  Before working: 

1) At first, doing overall checkup for every part of packing machine, such 

as the fastening of bolts, connection of electric elements etc. 

2) Connecting ground wire, then switching on power(Note: The live wire 

is red .Zero line & it should be connected with the power relevantly.) 

3) Turning on power switch (2), power indicating light (5) will flash, that 

means power transmission begins. Checking whether the current leaks 

again for ensuring personal safety. 

4) Trying the sample: 

4)-1:Putting the film on the storage rack for plastic film (9), double –layer 

single-opening fily is divided through the shelf for opening film (Adjusting 

properly its stretching length according to the size of packed article), then 

taking out to try the machine. 

4)-2:Deciding the best figures of sealing & cutting time, voltage grade  
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according to the thickness of film, then beginning to work. Be sure to not to 

try the machine without load, and try it with film. 

4)-3:Regulating button of cutting voltage (6) has four grades. Selecting 2 or 

3 grade generally. About timer of cutting time, selecting 0.7-1s generally. If 

the film is thick, voltage grade should be improved and lengthening sealing 

& cutting time relevantly. Otherwise, voltage grade should be stepped 

down and the time should be shortened. 

   When working: 

5) At the area with unsteady voltage, adjusting the grade of cutting voltage 

& cutting time according to variations of voltage for ensuring cutting 

quality. 

6) Heat-closing line composed of two nichrome wires with different lengths 

has oxide & film’s dirts on its face after being energized to cut for a time, at 

this time, it should be cleaned, Pressing cleaning switch button (7), and 

after the heat produced through energizing softens dirts, rubbing it with a 

clean cloth for ensuring cutting quality. Please remember that the time of 

pressing cleaning switch shouldn’t be too long, and stop doing when the 

slight smoke on the line occurs. 

7) The shining of heat-closing indicating light (8) & the set time of timer of 

cutting are synchronous. The indicating light shines when pressing (It 

means heat-closing line is energized to be heated.).Pressing is finished  
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when the light goes out, so raising heat-closing cutting table (10). 

8) Rubbing clean the equipment, cutting off the power. 

3.The replacement & adjustment of vulnerable parts of packing machine: 

1) Turning off the power when checking, meanwhile, please remember to 

cut off the former power of the machine for ensuring personal safety. 

2) Please tighten the clamp nut on heat-closing pressing rack after  

replacing the heat-closing line which is one of vulnerable parts of this 

machine. Loose line can cause bad conduction to produce spark & burn 

elements. Please note to keep the replaced heat-closing line flat & straight. 

3) Heat-resistant polytetrafluor cloth is also a vulnerable part of this 

machine. Once the heat-resistant cloth on the first layer of heat-closing 

cutting table is damaged, replace it immediately & don’t delay .The new 

heat-resistant cloth should be flat, and no overlap, wrinkle, unevenness 

especially at the right angle position lest it should affect sealing quality. 

4) The heat-closing lines of the face of heat-closing table & heat-closing 

pressing rack which are the keys of ensuring sealing quality should keep 

even  & good connection. When they aren’t flat, the master power should 

be cut off to adjust six bolts on heat-closing pressing rack up to having flat 

crack. 

5) Heat-closing switch (14) is the one making heat-closing line switch on 

heat-closing power, and its energizing time is set by the timer of  cutting.  
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The contact of heat-closing switch can easily be caused unagile (that is, 

heat-closing line can not be energized.) because of wear, at this time ,please 

open safety cover(13) and adjust contact regulating bolt properly. 

6) don’t  replace fuse (3) willfully with any wires. 

4.Circuit diagram: 

     BSF—501 electric diagram. 
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            QUALIFIED CERTIFACATE 

   This product has been inspected strictly and allowed to leave 

the factory. 

   Product model: 

   Name: 

 Specification: 

 Serial No. : 

 Inspector: 

 Quality section: 

 Date of production: 
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